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Here, 
 is a gift for you  
It is endless, even boundless so 
 take as much as you need... then  
  take some more.  
I assure you the supply of the gift  
 is boundless 

Here... 
This is free and freely offered  
 no strings 
 no expectations 
 ... only the desire for you to take  
all you need and then take some more...  
Be sated, not just full 

Here 
 is the opportunity  
	 	 to	fill	yourself 
  to replenish yourself  
  to imagine yourself or 
		 	 	 fulfill	your	image	of	yourself	 
It is up to you how & when or if you  
 make any use of the gift. 

Here 
 is my gift of words.  
Birthed through the merger of heart and intention; the  
desire to honor the past by naming the legacy and the  
Spiritual shoulders that created the 
ground on which I am... 

Here 
 to give to you what I have deciphered  
  of my life notes... 
 interpreted from my charts and runes  
 regarding the galaxies of  
difference,  
distinction and  
being 

Here, 
 Taste and take of  
moments only now comprehended 
 the sounds of life’s renewal and miracle  
 the sheer magic of being who  
  I am and  
   we are

It is here... 
Here! 
 Take all that you need, even that which you are unsure of its  
use 

A Gift for You
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 Take it all and save what you want  
 until you know it was meant to be used or  
 passed on or  
 released again into the world.  
There really is enough – more than enough for everyone  
– everyone who wants to take. 

Here, 
 drink deeply of any or all of the  
  libations offered. 
Ask for what you may not immediately see 
...it is all here  
 ready and available... 
I want you never, again, to thirst.  
Replenishment is constant  
 Effortless and  
 Always on time!  
Please drink deeply! 
You’ve been thirsty too long 
Drink deeply and never thirst, again. 

Here, 
 Eat well and hankering will cease,  
 allowing you to eat sumptuously  
 to never hanker, again.  
Graze, if you like; scarf if you must, pile a plate as high as 
the sky  
or eat in courses.  
It only matters that you eat well.  
Eat well and be sated. 

Here, 
I cannot tell you what to take.  
I cannot teach you what is best for you, or  
 most useful for what you do.  
I cannot even assure you that you  
	 will	find	that	which	you	seek	or	 
 think you need.  
The process and the responsibility is  
totally in your control.  
However, 
 If you take the journey and you  
find	something	for	you, 
know in that moment you are  
welcome to take it all, 
then take some more. 

Here 
 Is a gift intended for all willing  
 to explore the journey of life.  
Take all you need 
Create what you believe missing  

There is plenty, including 
Plenty of room for you on this  
Or another path;  
At this 

 Or another table... 
Eat, drink, dream and be plenty for yourself!  
 Then you will be plenty for others. 

Here, 
 Take all that you need and more and  
 Be plenty for yourself and others.  
Take what you need – take all that you need and  
Be plenty for yourself and others. 

 –Sabrina Sojourner

BiO: Shaliakh Tzibur and Community Chaplain Sabrina Sojourner 
has been leading services, teaching and cultivating curiosity within 
Judaism for nearly 20 years. She’s been a featured speaker, scholar-
in-residence and faculty at synagogues, conferences, retreats and 
Shabbatons across the country.


